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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welches sind die folgenden Kontrollkarten fÃ¼r qualitative
Merkmale? (Mehr als eine Antwort ist wahr)
A. np-Kontrolldiagramm fÃ¼r die Anzahl der fehlerhaften
Einheiten
B. U-Kontrollkarte fÃ¼r die Anzahl der Fehler fÃ¼r jede Einheit
C. C-Kontrollkarte fÃ¼r die Anzahl der Fehler
D. p-Kontrolldiagramm fÃ¼r den Anteil fehlerhafter Einheiten
fÃ¼r jede Probe
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which infrastructure model allows a company to rapidly capacity
while maintaining control of their data?
A. Private cloud

B. Public cloud
C. Hyper cloud
D. Virtualization infrastructure
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
ETHER: Destination address : 0000BA5EBA11 ETHER: Source address
:
An employee wants to defeat detection by a network-based IDS
application. He does not want to attack the system containing
the IDS application. Which of the following strategies can be
used to defeat detection by a network-based IDS application?
A. Create a SYN flood
B. Create multiple false positives
C. Create a ping flood
D. Create a network tunnel
Answer: D
Explanation:
Certain types of encryption presents challenges to
network-based intrusion detection and may leave the IDS blind
to certain attacks, where a host-based IDS analyzes the data
after it has been decrypted.
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